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Multiple congenital anomalies
and adverse developmental
outcomes are associated with
neonatal intensive care
admission and unilateral
hearing loss
Lucy M. Horrocks1, Pádraig T. Kitterick1,2, Dulip S. Jayasinghe3,
Karen R. Willis4, Katherine R. M. Martin5, Abhijit Dixit6 and
Sally K. Thornton1,2*
1Hearing Sciences, School of Medicine, The University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom,
2NIHR Nottingham Biomedical Research Centre, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust,
Nottingham, United Kingdom, 3Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, City Hospital Campus, Nottingham
University Hospitals NHS Trust, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 4Children’s Audiology, Nottingham
University Hospitals NHS Trust, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 5Children’s Development Centre,
City Hospital Campus, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, Nottingham, United Kingdom,
6Clinical Genetics, City Hospital Campus, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, Nottingham,
United Kingdom

Aim: To determine congenital and developmental outcomes of children with
Unilateral Hearing Loss (UHL) who were admitted to the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit (NICU).
Method: Retrospective, single-site study that followed 25 children with
permanent congenital UHL and a NICU admission to a NICU of Nottingham
University Hospital. Birth and two-year developmental follow-up data were
collected. They were compared to matched control group who had a NICU
admission but no hearing loss (matched on gestational age, weight and sex).
Results: The median birthweights, gestational ages and number of days spent
on the NICU for the UHL population were 2510 g, 36 weeks, and 12 days
respectively. Most children (20/25; 80%) with UHL and a NICU admission
were diagnosed with a congenital anomaly within the first two years of life.
Only half (13/25) of these children were diagnosed with a congenital
anomaly at discharge. Children with UHL and a NICU admission were more
likely than the matched group (NICU admission only; p < .001) to have
multiple congenital anomalies. We found a positive association between
multiple congenital anomalies and developmental impairment for the NICU
graduates with UHL (p= .019). This UHL-NICU group were also more likely
than the matched NICU children to have developmental impairment (7/25
vs. 0/25; p= .01), speech and language therapy (13/25 vs. 1/25; p < .001),
inner ear malformations (14/25 vs. 0/25, p < .001) or craniofacial anomalies
(12/25 vs. 2/25; p= .004).
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Interpretation: Children with UHL and a NICU admission were at high risk of congenital
anomalies and certain adverse developmental outcomes. Improved congenital anomaly
screening is needed at birth for this population. Having multiple congenital anomalies
suggests closer developmental monitoring is needed. This study contributes towards
producing clinical screening and management guidelines to ensure consistent high-
quality care for this unique population.
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Introduction

Babies born with unilateral hearing loss (UHL) who were

admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) are a

very understudied population, with no current literature on

their specific developmental outcomes. Currently there are no

national hearing or NICU guidelines surrounding the

management of this population or of the birth population of

children with UHL. UHL is hearing loss in only one ear, it’s

prevalence in the birth population is estimated at 0.3–1 per

1,000 births (1–3) and whilst there is little literature

documenting it’s prevalence in the NICU population, some

studies estimate 1.2%–4.6% (4, 5).

There has been no research investigating two-year outcomes

of children with UHL and a NICU admission, although there has

been research into the birth population of children with UHL and

for children with normal hearing with a NICU admission.

Approximately 40% of children with UHL require speech

and language therapy (SLT) (6). A need for further academic

support has also been identified in this population, with

studies finding that 45% of children with UHL need an

Individualised Education Program (IEP) (7) and almost a

third of children with UHL fail a grade (8). It is established in

the literature that congenital anomalies such as craniofacial

abnormalities and inner ear malformations are common in

this population (3, 9–11) and the prevalence of bony

malformations in the inner ear and/or internal auditory canal

was markedly higher in infants with congenital UHL than in

infants with bilateral hearing loss (9), with about two thirds

(66.7%) of children with UHL having inner-ear and/or

internal auditory canal malformations (12). However, little

research has been undertaken into the number and further

“non ear” related variety of congenital anomalies present in

children with UHL.

For children admitted to the NICU, Schiariti et al. found

that 12.6% of term babies had a congenital anomaly; 3.1% of

them were cardiac and/or circulatory anomalies, 2.7% were

gastrointestinal anomalies and 0.4% were face and neck

anomalies (13). Those that are preterm and/or have a low

birth weight are more likely to have visual and auditory

impairments (14), with 3%–5% of babies <1500 g having a
02
hearing impairment, compared to less than 1% of babies born

at term (15). Babies born pre-term and/or of low birth weight

are more likely to have learning difficulties (14). One study

found that a third of preterm babies (32–36 weeks) had

motor, speech and educational difficulties in childhood (14).

The absence of published literature surrounding the

developmental outcomes of children with UHL and a NICU

admission has highlighted the need for this exploratory study.

The primary aim is to describe the congenital, anatomical and

behavioural outcomes of this population, with the aim to

determine a constellation of features specifically associated

with this group of children. Genetic screening is not currently

funded for children with UHL in the UK.

This information from a larger cohort could inform the

development of clinical guidelines on the follow up and

management of this understudied population, ensuring

effective and consistent care.
Materials and methods

Participants

This retrospective, longitudinal case-controlled cohort study

documents routinely collected NICU discharge data, two-year

developmental follow-up data and hearing aid treatment data

which was collected and analysed for patients with UHL and

without UHL and a NICU admission to Nottingham

University Hospitals. For the UHL infant group the inclusion

criteria included a NICU admission and a referral from the

UK National Newborn Hearing Screening Programme

(NHSP) with a subsequent diagnosis of permanent UHL

confirmed via auditory brainstem response (ABR) for birth

dates between February 28, 2008, and 12 July 2019. This gave

the final cohort of 25 patients (13 females, 12 males; median

gestational age 36 weeks; median birthweight 2510 g).

Data was also collected for matched and peer controls. The

matched control patients had passed the NHSP screening and

were matched on sex, birthweight (±10 g), gestational age

(±1 week) and whether they spent ≥48 h NICU, as it is

already well established that these variables impact a baby’s
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development. Few exceptions were made when no matched

babies fit these criteria; the weight range was increased by

10 g, and one patient was not matched on sex. If more than

one baby fit the matched control criteria, then the baby born

most recently was chosen. Peer control patients had passed

the NHSP screening and were matched on date of birth (±4

days) and sex. Their weights, gestational ages and days spent

on the NICU were recorded. No significant difference was

detected regarding the birthweights, gestational ages and

number of days spent on the NICU between the children with

UHL and their matched controls or peer controls (p > 0.05 for

all comparisons).

The NEAT database has been approved by Research Ethics

Committee (REC 22/SC/0337; IRAS 292263).
Procedure

Data recorded between 0 and 2 years included data from

(pre-term) birth to 2 years. Data recorded at birth was taken

from NICU discharge notes. We analysed all data from birth

to the time of the study and utilised paper notes or NHS

databases. Demographic data, discharge summaries and the

patient’s first postcode were recorded from the neonatal

database, Badger. If a patient had multiple anomalies within

one organ or organ system, this was still recorded as one

anomaly.

Developmental impairment is a diagnosis of their

development which is not in the normal range for their

corrected gestational age. Specifically, a child was diagnosed

with developmental impairment if their developmental skills

fell two SD or more below the population mean in two or

more developmental domains. Developmental impairment was

included in this study if it was stated in the patient notes that

they had a global developmental delay, fine motor delay, delay

in communication, developmental impairment or had been

referred for developmental needs.

In terms of eligibility for SLT in the study area, the local SLT

specialist hearing impaired team only accept referrals for

children with severe/profound bilateral hearing loss and

auditory spectrum neuropathy disorder. Referral to local

community SLT is possible for children with other degrees of

hearing loss, however this is not done as routine at point of

diagnosis by the current service.

Home postcode on discharge from NICU was used to

determine deprivation index (16, 17). The lower the index of

multiple deprivation decile, the more deprived the area was

that the patient lived [1 =most deprived, 10 = least deprived

(16, 17)]. These patients were then split into two groups – (i)

index of multiple deprivation decile of <5 (more deprived)

and (ii) index of multiple deprivation decile of ≥5 (less

deprived).
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Follow-up data for the UHL cases and their matched

counterparts were collected and used to determine abnormal

anatomical features between 0 and 2 years. There were four

exceptions in the UHL cohort; three eye problems and one

inner ear malformation were detected after 2 years. A

consultant neonatologist determined which anomalies were

congenital.

The date of first fitting of a hearing device and the types of

devices trialled were recorded. It was then calculated how many

patients had their device fitted before 1 year of age. Patients not

recorded on the database were assumed to have never trialled a

hearing device.

Hearing thresholds for the patients with UHL were recorded

and their most recent audiology report was used. The patients

with UHL were then split into two groups, those that had

mild/moderate hearing loss and those that had severe/

profound hearing loss according to the British Society of

Audiology guidelines (18).

See Supplementary Appendix S2 for the full list of

diagnoses included and definition of major and minor

craniofacial abnormalities.

Missing data: The number of children with UHL may be

higher than we recorded in this population as cases may be

missed for a number of reasons: Firstly, while many US

screening programmes include babies with permanent mild

BHL and UHL in their target group, NHSP in the UK does

not. It aims to identify all children with a moderate-profound

permanent HL in the better hearing ear. As a by-product, the

screen will identify babies who have UHL and, in some cases,

mild permanent hearing loss, as well as temporary hearing

loss. Babies with UHL may also be missed if they had moved

out of area after NICU admission or if their data was not

available on Badgernet.
Statistical analysis

A power calculation was not performed as the sample size

was limited by the number of available UHL cases with NICU

admissions registered at the Nottingham University Hospitals,

2008–2019. Mann–Whitney U test was performed for non-

categorical data and chi-squared for categorical data (or

Fischer’s Exact if f n≤ 5 in either group being compared).

Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the non-categorical data

were not normally distributed.
Results

In this study, 14,538 babies were admitted to the NICU, 25

of whom had UHL, making the prevalence of UHL in this

NICU cohort approximately 0.17%. This is lower than

previous reports (1.23%–4.6%) (4, 5).
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Congenital anomalies

Congenital anomalies that were detected at birth, and between

discharge and two years, were documented in Table 1. Over half

(13/52) of cases with UHL were diagnosed with a congenital

anomaly at birth, with the majority of cases being diagnosed with

multiple congenital anomalies (8/13). Surprisingly, analyses reveal

that more than a quarter (n= 7) of patients with UHL were

diagnosed with an anomaly that was thought to be congenital,

post-discharge, but within the first 2 years of life. Therefore,

when the total number of children with UHL with congenital

anomalies detected at birth and post-discharge are combined, the

majority (20/25) of babies with UHL had a least one congenital

anomaly. Most (16/20) of these cases had multiple congenital

anomalies. Children with UHL were significantly more likely to

have a congenital anomaly that was diagnosed either at birth

(p < 0.001) or post NICU discharge between 0 and 2 years

(p < 0.001) compared to their matched counterparts. They were

also significantly more likely to have multiple congenital anomalies

(>1 anomaly) at birth (p = 0.004) and between 0 and 2 years

(p < 0.001) compared with the matched control group.
Abnormal anatomical features

Table 2 presents the abnormal anatomical features in the

UHL cohort between 0 and 2 years. A statistically significant

difference was found regarding total number of anomalies

between children with UHL (71) and their matched controls

(21) (p < 0.001). Children with UHL were 6 times more likely

to have vision and eye issues, 5 times as likely to have other

malformations, 4 times as likely to have neurological and spinal

issues, 3.5 times as likely to have gastrointestinal problems, 3

times as likely to have renal anomalies and 2.5 times as likely

to have cardiac abnormalities than their matched counterparts.

However, these differences were not found to be statistically
TABLE 1 Congenital anomalies detected at birth.

At birth Between birth and
2 Years

Number of
congenital
anomalies

UHL
(N = 25)

Matched
controls

UHL
(N = 25)

Matched
controls
(N = 25)

0a 12 (48%) 24 (96%) 5 (20%) 21 (84%)

≥1a 13 (52%) 1 (4%) 20 (80%) 4 (16%)

≥2a 8 (32%) 0 (0%) 16 (64%) 2 (8%)

≥3 4 (16%) 0 (0%) 13 (52%) 2 (8%)

≥4 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 8 (32%) 0 (0%)

aIndicates there was a statistically significant difference between the cases

(UHL) and matched controls using a chi-squared test (n > 5), or Fischer’s

Exact where n≤ 5 (p < .05).

Frontiers in Pediatrics 04
significant (p > 0.05). Only the differences in inner ear

malformations (IEM) and craniofacial anomalies were

statistically significant, yielding a p-value of <0.001 and 0.004

respectively. Division of craniofacial anomalies into subgroups

revealed a significant difference from matched controls only

detected for ear anomalies (p < .05). No statistical differences

were found between the patients with UHL and their matched

controls for respiratory, metabolic or neuromotor anomalies.
Behavioural outcomes

Table 3 describes the behavioural outcomes of the UHL

patients that were recorded to date. 52% of patients with UHL

had SLT, 28% had a developmental impairment and 16% had

a learning disability. There was a significant difference

between the UHL group and their matched controls for SLT

(p < 0.001) and developmental impairment (p = .01). It was

observed that all of the UHL patients with a developmental

impairment also had multiple congenital anomalies, with 4/7

(57%) having ≥4 congenital anomalies. Analyses revealed that

patients with UHL and a developmental impairment were

statistically more likely to have multiple congenital anomalies

than those without a developmental impairment (p = .019).
Syndromic and genetic data

Genetic testing was carried out on twelve patients with

UHL, and eleven results were obtained. Four of these patients

had a genetic variant, two of which were pathogenic and two

of uncertain significance. It is not known if these variants

were causative of hearing loss. Three out of the four patients

that had a genetic variant also had a phenotypic syndrome

diagnosed by a paediatrician.

Six patients with UHL were diagnosed with a syndrome,

four of which are known to be associated with hearing loss.

These were Oculo-auriculo-vertebral Syndrome (19), Large

Vestibular Aqueduct Syndrome (20), Klippel Feil Syndrome

(21) and Beckwith Wiedemann Syndrome (22). Of those with

a syndromic diagnosis, all 6 had multiple congenital

anomalies, 4 had a developmental impairment and 4 were

enrolled in SLT.

No syndromic or genetic data were recorded for the

matched controls.
Hearing data

Fourteen of the 25 patients with UHL had mild or moderate

hearing loss and 11 had severe or profound hearing loss in their

affected ear. More than half of the patients (14/25) had an index
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 2 Describing abnormal anatomical features detected between birth and 2 years.

Detected between birth and 2 years Detected between birth and current age

Anatomical anomaly UHL (N = 25) Matched controls (N = 25) UHL (N = 25) Matched controls (N = 25)

Inner ear malformations 14 (56%) 0 (0%) 14 (56%)a 0 (0%)

Craniofacial anomalies 12 (48%) 2 (8%) 12 (48%)a 2 (8%)

Major anomaly only 4 (16%) 0 (0%) 4 (16%) 0 (0%)

Minor anomaly only 6 (24%) 2 (8%) 6 (24%) 2 (8%)

Major and minor anomaly 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 2 (8%) 0 (0%)

Ear anomaly only 5 (20%) 0 (0%) 5 (20%)a 0 (0%)

Face or head anomaly only 4 (16%) 2 (8%) 4 (16%) 2 (8%)

Ear and face or head anomaly 3 (12%) 0 (0%) 3 (12%) 0 (0%)

Neurological and spinal 5 (20%) 1 (4%) 8 (32%) 2 (8%)

Gastrointestinal 5 (20%) 1 (4%) 7 (28%) 2 (8%)

Vision and eye 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 6 (24%) 1 (4%)

Other malformations 5 (20%) 1 (4%) 5 (20%) 1 (4%)

Cardiac 5 (20%) 0 (0%) 5 (20%) 2 (8%)

Respiratory 3 (12%) 0 (0%) 4 (16%) 3 (12%)

Metabolic 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 4 (16%) 5 (20%)

Renal 1 (4%) 1 (4%) 3 (12%) 1 (4%)

Neuromotor 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 3 (12%) 2 (8%)

Total number of anomalies 41 6 71b 21

aIndicates there was a statistically significant difference between the cases (UHL) and matched controls using Fischer’s Exact (as n≤ 5).
bIndicates there was a statistically significant difference between the cases (UHL) and matched controls using Mann–Whitney U test.

TABLE 3 Behavioural outcomes recorded to date.

UHL
(N = 25)

Matched controls
(N = 25)

Speech and language therapya 13 (52%) 1 (4%)

Developmental impairmenta 7 (28%) 0 (0%)

Learning disability 4 (16%) 0 (0%)

Autism 1 (4%) 0 (0%)

aIndicates there was a statistically significant difference between the cases

(UHL) and matched controls using Fischer’s Exact (as n≤ 5).
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of multiple deprivation decile of <5 (associated with lower

socio-economic status according to their postcode) on

discharge from the NICU. Nearly half (12/25) had trialled a

hearing device, and most of these patients (10/25) still used a

hearing device at the time of the study. The patient’s degree

of hearing loss or deprivation decile did not significantly

affect whether they had a hearing device, their age of fitting

of the device or what device they used. Most patients with

UHL that were fitted with a hearing device were fitted after

their first birthday (8/12;67%) irrespective of their degree of
Frontiers in Pediatrics 05
hearing loss or deprivation, with an average age of first fitting

of 3 years 1 month. Patients with UHL who had SLT or

developmental impairment were significantly more likely to

have trialled a hearing device than those that did not (p

= .047 and p = 0.019 respectively). Five of the seven children

with UHL and a developmental impairment also received SLT.
Discussion

Children with UHL and a NICU admission were at high

risk of multiple congenital anomalies and certain adverse

developmental outcomes. Targeted clinical screening—genetic

and clinical follow-up is needed at birth for this discrete

population.

These data indicate that children with UHL and a NICU

admission were more likely than their matched counterparts

to have congenital anomalies, developmental impairment and

SLT. Approximately two thirds (64%) of patients with UHL

had multiple congenital anomalies but not all congenital

anomalies were detected at discharge (7/25, detected post-

discharge). This information suggests better screening for
frontiersin.org
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congenital anomalies would be advantageous in this population.

This would be particularly beneficial as a congenital anomaly

was found to be positively associated with a developmental

impairment and could be used as an indicator for closer

developmental follow up in early life.

The prevalence of UHL and NICU admission was 0.17%—

lower than previous reports (1.23%–4.6%) (4, 5). Varied

methodology could explain this difference, for example babies

on the NICU for ≤5 days were excluded in one of these

studies. Any baby with suspected sepsis is routinely admitted to

the NICU in Nottingham University Hospitals which differs

from other regions. Another possibility is despite universal

NHSP, UHL is under-reported or undetected in this cohort.
Congenital anomalies

In this study, half (14) of UHL cases were diagnosed with a

congenital anomaly at birth. A further quarter (7) patients had

congenital anomalies that weren’t detected at birth but were

detected within the 2 years following. This prevalence is higher

than the 29% of congenital anomalies recorded in the literature

for the general population of babies with UHL (3); this suggests

that NICU-UHL is a red flag for anomalies that don’t come to

light until post-discharge. This population of babies with UHL

and NICU admission were also more likely than their matched

counterparts (normal hearing and NICU admission) to have

multiple congenital anomalies (64% vs. 8%), further highlighting

the importance of screening and detection for NICU-UHL babies.
Abnormal anatomical features

This study supports the already published literature that

IEM and craniofacial anomalies are positively associated with

UHL and also suggests that NICU admission doesn’t increase

the likelihood of having these conditions within the UHL

cohort, as the prevalence is similar to the UHL well-baby

population (3, 9, 10).

Yelverton et al. (2013) showed that 2.4% of babies with UHL

(combined well and NICU cohort patients) also had a

gastrointestinal problem detected at birth (3), which is 10×

lower than the 28% of patients (UHL-NICU) who had a

gastrointestinal problem recorded in this study. A NICU

admission and diagnosis of UHL could be strongly associated

with gastrointestinal problems, or it may be that gastrointestinal

issues develop over time. It is possible that we had a lower

detection threshold for documenting gastrointestinal problems

than Yelverton. Patients with UHL were more likely to have a

gastrointestinal problem than their matched counterparts (7/25

vs. 2/25), and most of the associated gastro-intestinal problems

(5/7) were detected at birth. Further research needs to be

conducted into this association.
Frontiers in Pediatrics 06
In Table 2 it is apparent that one third, (32%) of the UHL

cases were identified as having neurological and spinal issues

and a quarter (24%) had vision and eye problems by the age

of two. Again we detected a much larger prevalence than

reported by Yelverton et al.’s birth population UHL study

(4.3%) (3). These data indicate that admission to the NICU

and having UHL presents a higher cumulative risk of

neurological and/or eye issues. Furthermore, many of these

problems may develop after birth; 38% (3/8) of those with

spinal and neurological issues and 83% (5/6) of those with

vision and eye problems in this cohort developed them in

early childhood. This particularly high prevalence of vision

and eye problems, 6 times greater than their matched

counterparts, suggests a need for closer ophthalmic follow up

in this population with UHL.

20% of patients with UHL and a NICU admission were

found to have cardiac anomalies between 0 and 2 years,

which lies between the two values for the general UHL

population (41%) and 12% for babies who also have a co-

existing JCIH – US risk factor (3) these are all higher than

the 8% of matched controls. Many cardiac anomalies that

were documented (for example, heart murmur,

atrioventricular septal defect), were discounted as they are

extremely common in the general NICU population as they

are usually not significant, result from prematurity and often

resolve with age. Methodological considerations (what is

counted as a cardiac anomaly) may account for some of the

differences between our data and the current literature.
Behavioural outcomes

This study identified a prevalence of 52% of UHL cases

needing SLT, 13 times greater than their matched controls,

but in keeping with the majority of the current literature for

well babies with UHL and no NICU admission (6, 7). This

suggests it is the UHL and not the other underlying health

conditions associated with admission to the NICU which

increases the likelihood of needing SLT for patients with

UHL. This again highlights the need to target NICU

graduates with UHL for referral and follow-up.

It was interesting that over a quarter of the UHL cases had a

developmental impairment, which was significantly more than

their matched controls (28% UHL vs. 0% controls). There is

little literature surrounding the association between UHL and

developmental impairments. One study found one fifth of

children with UHL (both well and NICU populations) were

diagnosed with developmental delay (23), which is similar to

the findings of this study (28%). Specific developmental

follow-up for patients with UHL could help to identify

developmental impairment earlier and provide earlier

interventions, which could lead to better outcomes and

quality of life. Furthermore, all UHL cases in this study with
frontiersin.org
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developmental impairment had multiple congenital anomalies,

suggesting that having multiple congenital anomalies could be

an indicator for closer developmental monitoring in this

population throughout early childhood.
Syndromic and genetic outcomes

In this study, nearly one quarter (6/25) of the UHL cases

were diagnosed with a recognised syndrome, 4 of which were

found to be associated with hearing loss. It is interesting that

these were not the syndromes most associated with UHL (for

example, Waardenburg Syndrome), suggesting that perhaps

there is a different subset of syndromes yet to be identified,

that are more likely to be associated with UHL and NICU

admission. One study found that 1 in 110 patients (0.9%)

with UHL had a syndrome that was associated with hearing

loss, which is much lower than the 16% found in this study

(3). This suggests that infants with a syndrome and UHL are

more likely to also have a NICU admission.

Studies have revealed the percentage of UHL associate

with a family history is approximately 3.7%–13% (9, 24,

25), which is similar to the number of UHL cases with

genetic variants in this study (16%). There is little to no

research on the specific genetic variants associated with

UHL. Furthermore, three of the four patients with a

genetic variant also had a diagnosed syndrome, suggesting

that the syndromes may be linked to specific genetic

variants. A national study investigating genetics and UHL

cases would need to be conducted to confirm this.

Currently genetic screening is not recommended or funded

for infants diagnosed with UHL in the UK.
Hearing outcomes

In this study, 40% of patients with UHL were currently

using a hearing device, which is similar to pre-existing

literature (6). Patients with UHL that received SLT were

significantly more likely to have trialled a hearing device than

those that had not received SLT. A study into children with

bilateral hearing loss (BHL) by Tomblin et al. (2015)

identified that hearing aids can improve language outcomes

over time in these children (26). There is sparse literature

available to indicate that children with UHL that are

struggling with their speech and language development may

benefit more from a hearing device or a trial of a device in

their early years. There is some evidence to suggest that

wearing a hearing device can improve quality of life, especially

in those suffering with speech and language or academic and

behavioural issues, whereas other studies have found that

hearing devices may not be beneficial for younger children

with UHL and do not improve speech recognition (27–30).
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with UHL in the UK, recent preliminary studies have shown

improvement in some areas for children with UHL following

implantation (31). More research is needed in this area.

Furthermore, the majority (6/7) of patients with UHL that

had a developmental impairment had trialled a hearing

device, which may be due to the positive association between

developmental delay and SLT. Furthermore, as there are no

current UK NHS guidelines for the management of UHL in

children, audiologists may use SLT or diagnosis of a

developmental impairment to guide them on management

with a device, as well as use this information to suggest to

parents that their child trial a device. However, by the time

the child needs SLT this may be too late; earlier device trials

could be important during the critical period for language

acquisition. Parents may be more willing to trial a device if

they see the developmental effects UHL has on their child.

Out of the home, eg in nursery and playgroups it could be

vital for children with UHL (particularly NICU graduates) to

use a hearing device and employ a remote microphone system

as it is known that deciphering speech in noise is particularly

difficult for people with UHL. Currently there is not

consistent funding for remote microphone systems and SLT

for children with UHL.
Future work

Not all patients with UHL and a NICU admission go onto

develop congenital anomalies or abnormal anatomical or

behavioural outcomes; further research is required into why

this is the case and are their neuroprotective factors which

help pre or postnatally (eg maternal magnesium or prenatal

steroids). It is possible that there is a subset of patients in this

cohort that have certain risk factors that increase their chance

of having adverse developmental outcomes. For example,

further research into the association between multiple

congenital anomalies and developmental outcomes could be

conducted.
Conclusion

Research into the developmental outcomes of patients with

UHL has mainly focused on the general population, not the

cohort that has also been admitted to the NICU. This

longitudinal study identified many adverse outcomes in this

unique population, which is a step towards identifying a

constellation of features associated with UHL in babies who

have been admitted to the NICU. This study can contribute

towards developing guidelines surrounding the screening,

follow up and management of these patients, which would

benefit both clinicians and patients.
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